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Abstract— The spectrum-efficient millimeter-wave (mmWave)
communications has recently attracted much attention as a viable
solution to spectrum crunch problem. In this work, we propose
a novel non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) framework,
which makes use of the directional propagation characteristics of
mmWave communications so as to improve the spectral efficiency
through non-orthogonal signaling. In particular, we consider one-
bit quantized angle information as a limited yet effective feedback
scheme describing the channel quality of user equipment (UE)
in mmWave bands. The UE pairs for NOMA transmission are
then established using not only the one-bit distance feedback as
a classical approach, but also the one-bit angle feedback. The
proposed strategy is therefore referred to as two-bit NOMA. We
also propose a novel hybrid strategy, called combined NOMA,
for the circumstances with no UE pair through two-bit NOMA.
Whenever no UE pair is available through any NOMA strategy,
we resort to single user transmission (SUT) with proper UE
selection schemes. The hybrid outage sum-rate performance is
also analyzed thoroughly with the respective outage and rate
expressions. The numerical results verify that the proposed
strategy outperforms one-bit NOMA schemes with either angle-
or distance-only feedback, and has a very close outage sum-rate
performance to that for the optimal full-resolution feedback.

Index Terms— Low-resolution limited-feedback, millimeter-
wave (mmWave) communications, multiuser communications,
non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE number mobile devices around the world has
increased unprecedentedly over the last decade, which

is reported to reach some 7.9 billion subscriptions in the
first quarter of 2019 corresponding to an annual growth rate
of 2% [1]. To accommodate the wireless data demanded
by this huge amount of mobile user equipment (UE), new
communications bands and multiple access schemes have been
considered for next-generation cellular networks in the scope
of 5G and beyond. The use of millimeter-wave (mmWave)
frequency bands has therefore become a promising solution to
the spectrum crunch at the communications spectrum below
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6 GHz, which occurs along with the new communications
signals of much wider bandwidth [2]–[4]. In an effort to use
the spectrum even more efficiently, non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) schemes are envisioned as the key technology
for densely packed multiuser environments [5]–[7].

The NOMA strategy has attracted much attention recently
both for sub-6GHz and mmWave spectrum involving terres-
trial and air-to-ground (A2G) communications [8]–[12]. As
opposed to conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA),
this new strategy offers promising spectral efficiency since
available resources are allocated to multiple UEs simultane-
ously [13]–[16]. This appealing performance, however, comes
at the expense of additional link overhead. The NOMA trans-
mitter allocates adequate power level to each UE based on
their channel qualities, which requires feedback from each UE
representing its channel, and in turn increases link overhead.
It is therefore of significant importance to investigate the
effective feedback strategies for NOMA transmission which
aim at causing less overhead on the feedback link, and/or
necessitating as low computational burden as possible at UEs
(while computing requested feedback).

There are various works in the literature considering limited-
feedback strategies for NOMA [17]–[24]. In particular, [17]
studies downlink NOMA assuming imperfect channel state
information (CSI) at the transmitter for uncorrelated multi-
antenna channels with zero-forcing (ZF) precoding and ran-
dom beamforming, where the limited feedback is computed
using the exact user channel vectors. [18] proposes a decom-
position scheme for a massive multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) NOMA transmission while representing the channel
by a one-bit feedback. Similarly, [19] analyzes the outage
performance of NOMA under short- and long-term power con-
straints with the CSI represented by one-bit feedback. In [20],
a special quantizer with variable-length encoding approach is
proposed for NOMA transmission, which computes feedback
bits directly from CSI. The outage performance of downlink
NOMA is studied in [21] assuming a distance-based limited
feedback framework for an uncorrelated multiple-antenna
channel, where a dynamic user scheduling and grouping
strategy is proposed with ZF precoder.

A one-bit limited-feedback scheme is proposed in [22] for
NOMA transmission with random beamforming, where the
quantized bits are produced using the distance of UEs to the
transmitter. A distance-based one-bit scheme is considered in
[23] with the ultimate goal of improving the performance of
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communications employing
NOMA transmission. In a follow-up work of [24], angle-based
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one-bit feedback information is proposed for NOMA transmis-
sion, which leverages the directional propagation characteristic
of mmWave spectrum. In a recent study [25], downlink
NOMA is considered with limited CSI feedback for a single-
cell network in frequency division duplex (FDD) mode, where
the feedback is computed using the exact user channel vec-
tors through random quantization codebooks In addition, the
coexistence of multi radio access technology (RAT) is con-
sidered in [26] for mmWave heterogeneous network (HetNet)
with NOMA, where the user feedback bits are used in RAT
selection.

In this study, which is rigorously extended version of
[27], we propose a novel low-resolution limited-feedback
NOMA transmission strategy for mmWave communications.
In particular, we exploit the angular sparsity of the mmWave
channels, where many of the multipaths show up in a narrow
angular window, referred to as angular spread, around the
beamforming direction. The angular position of any UE,
hence, provides some degree of information on the associated
channel quality. Along with the distance between two ends
of the transceiver, which describes the channel in a classical
way through path loss [23], angle is therefore yet another
limited-feedback information for mmWave communications
representing the channel quality [24]. Based on both the
distance and angle information, we design a low-resolution
limited-feedback NOMA strategy with the contributions listed
below:
— We consider both the distance and angle information

while forming limited feedback on the UE channel quality
(required for NOMA transmission) to better represent
UE channels in mmWave spectrum. This approach is
therefore different from [23] and [24] which respectively
use distance and angle information separately while con-
structing UE feedback.

— Furthermore, we consider the quantized versions of dis-
tance and angle information to cut down the feedback
overhead. In particular, we introduce angle-based one-bit
NOMA where the single feedback bit represents the angle
information. In addition, we also propose a novel two-bit
NOMA strategy which makes use of two feedback bits,
where one of the bits is for the distance, and the other is
for the angle.

— We also consider particular deployments where two-bit
NOMA is not possible, and propose a novel combined
NOMA strategy to offer better spectral efficiency under
such circumstances. We furthermore show how to choose
the optimal user to allocate all the spectral resources,
referred to as single user transmission (SUT), whenever
one-bit, two-bit, or combined NOMA strategies are not
feasible (i.e., no UE pair is possible).

— The overall hybrid outage sum-rates involving any
NOMA and SUT strategy are also analyzed rigorously
with dedicated outage and rate expressions for each
strategy. The numerical results verify the performance
analysis, which also show that the proposed NOMA
strategies are superior to not only conventional OMA but
also the classical one-bit NOMA with the distance-based
feedback only [22], [23].

We would like to note that the angle-based limited feedback
scheme in [24] is not low-resolution in the sense that angle
information is sent back to the NOMA transmitter in full
resolution (i.e., without any few-bit quantization), and hence
the respective transmission strategy (user pairing etc.) is quite
different from our current work. To the best of our knowledge,
this is therefore the first time in the literature to consider not
only the angle-based one-bit NOMA but also two-bit NOMA
involving both the one-bit distance and angle information
while constructing channel feedback for NOMA in mmWave
frequency bands. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the system model under consideration.
The two-bit and angle-based one-bit NOMA strategies are
presented in Section III. The combined NOMA and SUT
schemes are considered in Section IV, where the respective
hybrid rate derivation is presented in Section V. The numerical
results verifying the performance superiority of the proposed
NOMA schemes are provided in Section VI, and the paper
concludes with some final remarks in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider multiuser communications in mmWave fre-
quency spectrum, where K UEs with single antenna each are
served simultaneously by a BS equipped with an M -element
uniform linear array (ULA) antenna. The BS employs a
stationary precoder w to transmit UE messages after superposi-
tion coding (SC), and the UEs decode their messages following
the successive interference cancellation (SIC) strategy. The
overall transmission mechanism is therefore an example of
NOMA, for which the UEs are distinguished in the power
domain. We assume that all the UEs lie inside a user region
which is represented in polar coordinates by the inner-radius
dmin, outer-radius dmax, and center angle Δ, as shown in
Fig. 1. Note that the user region can be adjusted through the
parameters {dmin, dmax, Δ} to describe any communications
environment of interest, which is exemplified in [23], [24]
considering a UAV-assisted wireless communications scenario
intended for providing broadband coverage during temporary
events (e.g., stadium concerts).

We assume that the UEs are represented by the index set
NU = {1, 2, . . . , K}, and are deployed randomly following
a homogeneous Poisson point process (HPPP) with density
λ. The number of UEs is therefore Poisson distributed with
the probability mass function (PMF) pK(k)= μKe−μ

K! where
μ =(d2

max− d2
min)

Δ
2 λ. The channel hk for the k-th UE is

given as

hk =
√

M

Np∑
p=1

αk,p√
PL (dk)

a(θk,p), (1)

where Np is the number of multipath components, PL(dk)
is the path loss associated with the horizontal distance dk

between the k-th UE and the BS, αk,p is the complex gain
of the p-th multipath which follows a zero-mean complex
Gaussian distribution with variance σ2, i.e., CN (0, σ2), and
θk,p is the angle-of-departure (AoD) of the p-th multipath.
Furthermore, the m-th element of the steering vector a(θk,p)
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Fig. 1. Polar representation of user region for two-bit NOMA in a multiuser
mmWave communications scenario.

is given as[
a(θk,p)

]
m

=
1√
M

exp
{
−j2π

da

λc
(m−1) cos (θk,p)

}
, (2)

for m =1, . . . , M , where da is the antenna element spacing
of ULA, and λc is the wavelength of the carrier frequency.

III. TWO-BIT NOMA

In this section, we describe the NOMA strategy with
coding and decoding schemes under consideration, present
the low-resolution limited-feedback schemes with distance and
angle information, and introduce one-bit and two-bit NOMA
strategies.

A. NOMA Transmission and Message Decoding

We assume that the UEs in NU are indexed from the best
to the worst channel based on the feedback transmitted back
to the BS on the UE channel qualities. We further assume that
a subset of all the UEs, which is denoted by NN involving
KN elements, take place in NOMA transmission such that
NN ⊂NU. Following SC scheme, the desired UE messages
was gathered to produce the transmit signal, which is given as

x =
√

PTx w
∑

k∈NN

βksk, (3)

where PTx is the total downlink transmit power, sk is the
unit-energy message symbol for the k-th UE, w∈CM×1 is
the precoder vector, and βk is the power allocation coefficient
for the k-th UE such that

∑
k∈NN

β2
k = 1. Note that although

optimal power allocation policy is not the main focus of this
study, we assume that each UE is allocated a certain amount of
power which is inversely proportional to its channel quality to
yield sufficient decoding performance considering the quality-
of-service (QoS) requirement (i.e., target rate) of each UE.
This power allocation policy yields βj ≤βi for ∀ j ≤ i with
i, j ∈NN since the UEs are ordered from the best channel
quality to the worst.

The received signal at the k-th UE is given as

yk = hH
k x + vk =

√
PTxhH

k w
∑

k∈NN

βksk + vk, (4)

where vk is the observation noise being complex Gaussian
with zero mean and variance N0, i.e., CN (0, N0), and the
transmit signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is therefore ρ = PTx/N0.
We further assume that the k-th UE has its own QoS-based
target rate Rk, and its message sk is accurately decoded
whenever the respective instantaneous data rate exceeds Rk.

Exploiting the fact that the UEs with weak channel quality
are allocated more power (considering the QoS-based target
rates), each UE first decodes the relatively weaker UEs’
messages in a sequential fashion starting from the weakest UE.
While a message is being decoded, the interfering messages of
all the other UEs (having stronger channel quality) is treated
as noise. Adopting SIC strategy, each decoded message is then
subtracted from the received signal (prior to the decoding of
the next weaker UE’s message), and the desired message of
that UE is decoded once all the weaker UEs’ messages are
decoded and cancelled perfectly.

Assuming that all the interfering messages of the UEs
weaker than m-th UE are decoded accurately at the k-th UE
with m≥ k, the respective signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) while decoding the m-th UE message is given as

SINRm→k =
PTx|hH

k w|2β2
m∑

l<m, l∈NN

PTx|hH
k w|2β2

l + N0

, (5)

which also represents the SINR of k-th UE while decoding
its own message for m = k. Note that (5) yields PTx

N0
|hH

k w|2β2
k

when the k-th UE being the strongest one is decoding its own
message since no possible l index of the summation in the
denominator satisfies l < k. Defining the instantaneous rate
associated with the k-th UE while decoding m-th UE mes-
sage as Rm→k = log2 (1 +SINRm→k), the respective outage
probability for a given K ≥KN is given as

Po,NOMA
k|K = 1 − Pr

( ⋂
l≥k, l∈NN

Rl→k > Rl

)
, (6)

= 1 − Pr

( ⋂
l≥k, l∈NN

SINRl→k > εl

)
, (7)

where εk = 2Rk − 1, and Pr(·) denotes probability operator.
Note that (6) ensures that the k-th UE decodes its message
successfully only if it can decode all the messages of the
relatively weaker UEs. We therefore ignore error propagation
due to the unsuccessful decoding of interfering message of
any weaker UE, which would be an interesting future topic to
investigate.

B. Low-Resolution Limited Feedback

As discussed in the previous section, the power allocation
policy dictates that each UE is allocated a certain amount of
power which is inversely proportional to its channel quality.
The NOMA transmitter therefore requires each UE to feedback
an appropriate information describing its channel quality.
Considering (5), the term |hH

k w|2 completely describes the
channel quality, and, hence, is referred to as effective channel
gain. Assuming that w = a(θ) with θ being the AoD of the
precoder vector, and incorporating the channel model in (1),
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the effective channel gain is obtained as [22]–[24]

|hH
k w|2 =

Np∑
p=1

|αk,p|2
PL (dk)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
sin

(
πM(sin θ−sin θk,p)

2

)
M sin

(
π(sin θ−sin θk,p)

2

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
FM (θ,θk,p)

, (8)

where FM (θ, θk,p) is the Fejér Kernel function [22]. In the
rest of the paper we consider only the impact of line-of-
sight (LoS) path (i.e., Np =1), since power of the LoS link
is reported to be as large as 20 dB above the other multipaths
for a typical mmWave communications scenario [22], [28],
[29]. We therefore drop the subscripts representing individual
multipaths from now on.

Although the effective channel gain in (8) describes the
channel quality completely, it becomes computationally expen-
sive to estimate this term. Note that |hH

k w|2 experiences rapid
fluctuations over time due to the term |αk|2 representing small-
scale fading, and therefore requires sophisticated algorithms
either to track the fading coefficient, or to frequently estimate
it from the scratch [30]. In addition, large number of transmit
antennas makes the candidate estimation and tracking algo-
rithms computationally even more expensive. Note that the
effective channel gain is also a function of the distance dk

and the angle θk, both of which vary slowly as compared
to the small-scale fading coefficient αk, which is behind the
rapid channel fluctuations. The angle and distance information
are therefore considered separately in [24] as limited feedback
for NOMA transmission, which turns out to be powerful
alternatives of sending the complete effective channel gain
back to the transmitter.

In this work, we propose to use the low-resolution
(i.e., quantized) versions of the distance and angle information
not only individually (i.e., either the angle or distance) but
also jointly (i.e., both the angle and distance). To this end,
we introduce one-bit quantized feedback information, which
corresponds to thresholding the distance and angle using
adequate threshold levels dth and θth, respectively. Each UE
therefore computes one-bit feedback for both the distance and
angle information, and sends this low-resolution information
back to the NOMA transmitter as representatives of its channel
quality. Note that the scalar distance and angle information can
be acquired jointly in an efficient fashion through mmWave
localization techniques [31]. In addition, the full-resolution
limited distance and angle information can be transmitted back
to the transmitter in as many as 32 bits each (considering a
real-valued float number) while the link overhead for two-bit
feedback is just 2 bits in total.

C. One-Bit and Two-Bit NOMA

The feedback information, which involves two bits for each
UE, is then processed at the NOMA transmitter to split the
UEs into two groups based on the channel qualities being
strong or weak. When the NOMA transmitter employs both
the feedback bits, which is referred to as two-bit NOMA, the
strong and weak UE groups are defined, respectively, as

S2B
S =

{
k ∈ NU | |θ− θk| ≤ θth, dk ≤ dth

}
, (9)

S2B
W =

{
k ∈ NU | |θ− θk| ≥ θth, dk ≥ dth

}
, (10)

which exploit the dependency of the effective channel gain
on the distance and angle information, as provided by (8).
Similarly, the strong and weak UE groups based on angle
information only are described, respectively, as

SA
S =

{
k ∈ NU | |θ− θk| ≤ θth

}
, (11)

SA
W =

{
k ∈ NU | |θ− θk| ≥ θth

}
, (12)

and those for distance information only are

SD
S = {k ∈ NU | dk ≤ dth} , SD

W = {k ∈ NU | dk ≥ dth} , (13)

where we refer to these angle- or distance-only feedback
schemes as one-bit NOMA. In the rest of the paper, we use
a similar convention where the subscripts/superscripts 2B,
A, and D stand for two-bit NOMA, one-bit NOMA with
angle-only feedback, and one-bit NOMA with distance-only
feedback, respectively, while S and W represent the channel
quality being strong and weak, respectively.

Assuming a practical transmission scheme of two UEs
being served simultaneously, both the two-bit and one-bit
NOMA transmitters pair UEs using these groups such that the
strong (weak) UE with the index kS (kW) is picked up from
St

S (St
W) arbitrarily, where t∈{2B, A, D} and NN = {kS, kW}

with kS <kW. By this way, each pair consists of UEs with
sufficiently distinctive channel qualities, which ensures the
promised performance of NOMA. In this two-user NOMA
scheme, outage probability of the strong UE is given using
(6) as follows

Po,NOMA
S,t = 1−Pr

(
SINRkW→kS

> εW, SINRkS→kS
> εS

)
, (14)

where εs = 2Rs − 1 with s∈{S, W}, RS and RW are the
target rates for the strong and weak UEs, respectively, and
t∈{2B, A, D}. Similarly, the outage probability for the weak
NOMA UE is

Po,NOMA
W,t = 1 − Pr

(
SINRkW→kW

> εW

)
. (15)

We would like to note that although distance-based one-
bit NOMA is considered in [22], there is neither angle-based
one-bit NOMA nor two-bit NOMA strategies available in the
literature for conventional radio-frequency (RF) communica-
tions. Considering the directional transmission feature of the
mmWave communications, the angle information, however,
plays a crucial role in describing the channel quality of
mmWave links, and is definitely helpful for NOMA transmis-
sion. The numerical results of Section VI verify the superiority
of the use of angle information in both one-bit and two-bit
NOMA for mmWave communications. Note also that more
than two UEs can also be scheduled simultaneously within
this framework, but at the expense of losing practicality and
degraded performance of SIC decoding due to the worse UE
separation in terms of channel qualities.

IV. SUT AND COMBINED NOMA

In this section, we describe the SUT and combined NOMA
strategies aiming at further improving the spectral efficiency
based on the form of the available limited feedback.
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A. Single User Transmission

Depending on the NOMA user pairing strategy and the
feedback mechanism (on the UE channel qualities), it is not
always possible to form a NOMA user group involving KN

UEs, where KN =2 for one-bit and two-bit NOMA. We
therefore assume a hybrid transmission strategy such that
the time-frequency resources and transmit power are fully
allocated to a single user whenever NOMA transmission is
not possible, and referred to this particular scheme as single
user transmission (SUT).

When it is not possible to set up a UE pair, and, hence,
NOMA is not feasible, the SUT scheme should choose the
best UE to schedule. Indeed, under any circumstances, the
best UE to schedule during SUT is the one with the best
channel quality. However, since the exact channel quality of
the UEs is not available completely at the transmitter, we need
to determine the best UE based on the available low-resolution
limited feedback.

Assuming that the two-bit feedback information is available
at the transmitter, the best UE to schedule can be picked
up—based on the available information to the transmitter–
by searching the UE groups using the order S2B

S → S2B
W .

In this mechanism, the transmitter randomly picks up a UE
from S2B

S provided that this group is not empty, and otherwise
repeat the same procedure for S2B

W . Similarly, when the angle-
only (distance-only) information is available at the transmitter,
the best UE for SUT can be found by searching the groups
following the order SA

S → SA
W (SD

S → SD
W).

Note that the use of one-bit feedback ends up with either
NOMA or SUT for K ≥ 2. On the other hand, two-bit feed-
back alone might conclude with a no-transmission situation
(other than NOMA and SUT) since S2B

S and S2B
W do not

span the whole UE region, as sketched in Fig. 1. Assuming
that the SUT mechanism schedules a UE with the index
kSUT ∈St

s with t∈{2B, A, D} and s∈{S, W}, the respective
outage probability is then given as

Po,SUT
s,t = Pr

(
log2

(
1 + ρ |hH

kSUT
w|2) ≤ RSUT

)
, (16)

where RSUT denotes the QoS-based target rate for any UE
when scheduled for SUT. Note that the outage probability in
(16) is common to any UE in St

s since the particular UE with
the index kSUT is picked up arbitrarily.

B. Combined NOMA and Respective SUT

As an improvement over the one-bit and two-bit NOMA
schemes considered in Section III-C, we now propose a unified
NOMA scheme, referred to as combined NOMA, where the UE
pairs are formed by following a strategy that is a combination
of one-bit and two-bit NOMA schemes. This new strategy is
inspired by the observation that there are certain occasions
where a UE pair is possible through one-bit feedback (of
either angle or distance) while no UE pair is available with
two-bit NOMA (when both the feedback bits are employed).
In order to leverage the superiority of NOMA over SUT in
terms of spectral efficiency, the combined NOMA strategy
therefore aims at forming a UE pair by following two-bit

TABLE I

UE DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS AND FEASIBLE STRATEGIES

and one-bit NOMA strategies, in sequence, before switching
to the respective SUT scheme. By this way, the overall
transmission mechanism makes use of the spectral efficiency
benefit of NOMA as much as possible through different UE
pairing schemes instead of directly switching to spectrally less
effective SUT schemes.

Since this new NOMA strategy assumes the availability
of both the distance and angle feedback together, we adjust
the respective SUT scheme to consider all the deployment
possibilities. More specifically, the SUT scheme of this new
framework first tries to schedule UE from the set S2B

S , and
then considers St

S and St
W, in sequence, if S2B

S is an empty
group, where t∈{A, D}. As a result, the SUT mechanism
processes the order S2B

S → St
S → St

W while picking up a
UE to schedule in a way that whenever a non-empty group
is found along this order (e.g., S2B

S ), it randomly chooses a
UE within that group without proceeding to the next one (e.g.,
St

S or St
W). Note that this scheme implicitly assumes that the

UE with the best channel condition is more likely to be found
by employing both the distance and angle information (i.e.,
within S2B

S ), which is consistent with the effective channel
gain definition in (8).

We illustrate a subset of possible UE deployment scenarios
in Table I, for which two-bit NOMA is not possible (i.e.,
at least either S2B

S or S2B
W is empty), over the user region

of Fig. 1. More specifically, we describe the feasibility of
combined NOMA (C-NOMA) involving angle-based (A) or
distance-based (D) one-bit NOMA along with the UE groups
S2B

S , S2B
W , S2B

S
, and S2B

W
being empty (–) or nonempty (�).

We furthermore illustrate the UE group for each deployment
scenario which includes the particular UE scheduled for
the respective SUT (C-SUT) scheme. As an example, two-
bit NOMA is not feasible for the deployment scenario 6,
where the nonempty UE groups are S2B

W and S2B
W

, for which
C-NOMA is feasible with angle-based one-bit NOMA. In
addition, since C-NOMA with distance-based one-bit NOMA
is not feasible, the respective C-SUT scheme schedules a UE
from the group SD

W =S2B
W ∪S2B

W
for this particular scenario.

V. HYBRID OUTAGE SUM RATE PERFORMANCE

In this section, we first describe the hybrid outage sum
rates for the one-bit, two-bit, and combined NOMA strategies
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together with the respective SUT schemes. We then consider
derivation of the outage and occurrence probabilities for each
of these schemes to characterize the resulting hybrid outage
sum rates. To this end, we also derive the analytical CDF
expression for the effective channel gain associated with each
particular strategy, which is required by the rate derivations.

A. Hybrid Outage Sum Rate

We refer the overall outage sum rate involving each par-
ticular NOMA strategy and the associated SUT scheme as
hybrid outage sum rate. In the following, we first formulate
hybrid outage sum rate for one- or two-bit NOMA (along
with respective SUT schemes), and then consider the case
involving combined NOMA. Assuming one-bit (with either
angle or distance feedback) or two-bit NOMA, the respective
outage sum rate can be represented using (14) and (15) as
follows

Rt
NOMA =

∞∑
n=2

Pr (K=n)
((

1−Po,NOMA
S,t

)
RS

+
(
1−Po,NOMA

W,t

)
RW

)
, (17)

= (1−eμ (1+μ))
( (

1−Po,NOMA
S,t

)
RS

+
(
1−Po,NOMA

W,t

)
RW

)
, (18)

which relies on the fact that outage probability of either strong
or weak UE does not depend on the total number of UEs which
is Poisson distributed, and t∈{2B, A, D}. The respective rate
of SUT with the scheduled UE from St

s is similarly given by
(16) as follows

Rs,t
SUT =

∞∑
n=1

Pr (K=n)
(
1−Po,SUT

s,t

)
RSUT, (19)

= (1 − eμ)
(
1−Po,SUT

s,t

)
RSUT, (20)

where t∈{2B, A, D} and s∈{S, W}. Recall that the SUT
scheme associated with either one-bit or two-bit NOMA
searches the appropriate strong and the weak UE groups with
the order St

S → St
W, where the individual rate associated with

each of these UE groups is represented by (20). As a result, the
respective hybrid outage sum rate for any one-bit or two-bit
strategy is given by the help of (18) and (20) as follows

Rt
HYB = Pt

NOMA Rt
NOMA +

∑
s∈{S,W} Ps,t

SUT Rs,t
SUT, (21)

where Pt
NOMA and Ps,t

SUT stand for the probability of occurrence
of appropriate one-bit or two-bit NOMA and the respective
SUT scheme, respectively, with t∈{2B, A, D}. Note that the
hybrid outage sum rate in (21) can also be viewed as a
weighted sum of conditional NOMA and SUT rates.

The combined NOMA strategy consists of two- and one-bit
NOMA, which are considered in sequence while setting up a
UE pair, and a SUT scheme searching S2B

S → St
S → St

W to
find the best UE to schedule. Whenever the overall strategy
ends up with a UE pair through one-bit or two-bit NOMA
strategy, the respective outage sum rate can still be expressed
by (18). Similarly, the rate expression given in (20) still applies

to the SUT scheme irrespective of which particular UE group
the scheduled UE belongs to.

As a result, the hybrid rate of combined NOMA is given
by (18) and (20) as follows

Rt
C−HYB = P2B

NOMA R2B
NOMA + Pt

C−NOMA Rt
NOMA︸ ︷︷ ︸

rate for NOMA stage

+ PS,2B,t
C−SUT RS,2B

SUT +
∑

s∈{S,W} Ps,t
C−SUT Rs,t

SUT︸ ︷︷ ︸
rate for SUT stage

, (22)

where Pt
C−NOMA is the occurrence probability of the respective

one-bit NOMA, and PS,2B,t
C−SUT and Ps,t

C−SUT are the occurrence
probability of the SUT scheme with the scheduled UE from
S2B

S and St
s , respectively, with t∈{D, A}. We note that the

occurrence probabilities—except that for the two-bit NOMA—
associated with combined NOMA scheme are different from
the individual one-bit and two-bit NOMA occurrence proba-
bilities appearing in (21) as they take into account whether
any of the previous multiplexing schemes happen or not.

B. Distribution of Effective Channel Gain

The distribution of the effective channel gain of a UE
strongly depends on the user group that the UE belongs to.
In the following, we give the CDF of the effective channel
gain which enables the computation outage probabilities for
any type of NOMA and SUT scheme under consideration.

Theorem 1: The CDF of the effective channel gain for
the k-th UE with k ∈St

s , where s∈{W, S} denotes the UE
being weak or strong, respectively, t∈{2B, A, D} stands for
the feedback type being two-bit, one-bit angle, and one-bit
distance, respectively, is given as follows

F t
s (x)=

1
ξt
s

∫
Rs,t

d

∫
Rs,t

θ

(
1− exp

{
− PL(r)

FM (θ, θ)
x

σ2

})
r dr dθ, (23)

where ξ2B
S = θth

(
d2

th − d2
min

)
, ξ2B

W =
(

Δ
2 − θth

)(
d2

max− d2
th

)
,

ξD
S = Δ

2

(
d2

th − d2
min

)
, ξD

W = Δ
2

(
d2

max− d2
th

)
, ξA

S = θth(
d2

max − d2
min

)
, and ξA

W =
(

Δ
2 − θth

)(
d2

max− d2
min

)
are the

normalization coefficients, RW,2B
d = RW,D

d = [dth, dmax],
RS,2B

d =RS,D
d = [dmin, dth], and RW,A

d =RS,A
d = [dmin, dmax]

are the regions of integration for the distance domain, and
RW,D

θ =RS,D
θ = [θ − Δ

2 , θ + Δ
2 ], RS,2B

θ =RS,A
θ = [θ − θth, θ +

θth], and RW,2B
θ =RW,A

θ =RS,D
θ \RS,2B

θ are the regions of
integration for the angular domain.

Proof: See Appendix A.
Note that the integration in (23) is overly complicated

for any feedback scheme to obtain a closed-form expres-
sion due to the Fejér Kernel function, but is computable
using the numerical integration methods available in the
literature.

C. Outage Probabilities

The outage probability for the strong UE of any NOMA
scheme is given in terms of the CDF of the effective channel
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gain in (23) and by using the definition in (14) as follows

Po,NOMA
S,t = 1 − Pr

(
|hH

kS
w|2 >

εW/ρ

β2
W − εWβ2

S

,

|hH
kS

w|2 >
εS/ρ

β2
S − εSβ2

W

)
, (24)

= Ft
S

(
max (ηW, ηS)

ρ

)
, (25)

where ηS = εS/
(
β2

S−εSβ
2
W

)
, ηW = εW/

(
β2

W−εWβ2
S

)
, and βS

(βW) is the power allocation coefficient for the strong (weak)
UE. Similarly, outage probability for the weak UE is given by
using (15) as follows

Po,NOMA
W,t = Pr

(
|hH

kW
w|2≤ εW/ρ

β2
W−εWβ2

S

)
= Ft

W

(
ηW

ρ

)
, (26)

The outage probability for SUT transmission defined in (16)
is further elaborated as follows

Po,SUT
s,t = Pr

(
|hH

kSUT
w|2 ≤ εSUT

ρ

)
= Ft

s

(
εSUT

ρ

)
, (27)

where εSUT = 2RSUT − 1. As a result, the outage probabilities
given by (25), (26), and (27) can all be computed by the CDF
of (23). Note also that employing (26) and (25) in (18), and
(27) in (20), one can obtain the individual outage sum rates
for NOMA and SUT transmission, respectively, which yield
the overall hybrid outage sum rates in (21) and (22).

D. Occurrence Probabilities

We finally consider the occurrence probability of NOMA
and SUT cases in order to weight the respective conditional
data rates to obtain the hybrid outage sum rates defined in (21)
and (22). To this end, we first consider one-bit and two-bit
NOMA, and then switch to combined NOMA. For the ease of
presentation, we consider SUT occurrence probabilities before
those of NOMA.

Theorem 2: The occurrence probability of SUT associated
with two-bit NOMA where the scheduled UE is picked up
from S2B

s with s∈{S, W} is given as

Ps,2B
SUT = e−μ(1−ps,2B) − e−μ(1−p2B), (28)

where pS,2B = pθpd with pθ =Pr (θk ≤ θth) = 2θth

Δ

and pd =Pr (dk ≤ dth) = (d2
th−d2

min)(d
2
max−d2

min),
pW,2B =(1−pθ)(1−pd), and p2B = 1−pS,2B − pW,2B.
Similarly, the desired occurrence probability of SUT
associated with one-bit NOMA for which the scheduled UE
belongs to St

s with t∈{A, D} (i.e., applies to both the angle-
and distance-only feedback) and s∈{S, W} is

Ps,t
SUT = e−μ(1−ps,t) − e−μ, (29)

where pS,A = pθ, pW,A =1− pθ, pS,D = pd, and pW,D =1− pd.
Proof: See Appendix B.

Theorem 3: The occurrence probability of two-bit NOMA
transmission is given by

P2B
NOMA = 1 + e−μ(pS,2B+pW,2B) − e−μpS,2B − e−μpW,2B , (30)

and that of one-bit NOMA with either angle- or distance-only
feedback is given by

Pt
NOMA = 1 + e−μ − e−μpS,t − e−μpW,t , (31)

where t∈{A, D}, and ps,t’s and ps,2B’s for s∈{S, W} are all
defined in Theorem 2.

Proof: See Appendix C.
Theorem 4: The probability for the combined NOMA trans-

mitter of scheduling a UE from the group S2B
S during SUT is

given as

PS,2B,t
C−SUT = e−μ(1−pS,t) − e−μ(1−pS,t+pθpd), (32)

where t∈{A, D}, and pS,t’s, pθ, and pd are all defined in
Theorem 2. Note that (32) applies to any feedback scheme as
a part of overall combine NOMA strategy. Similarly, the SUT
occurrence probabilities for a UE belonging to St

S and St
W are

given, respectively, as follows

PS,t
C−SUT = e−μ(1−pS,t+pθpd) − e−μ, (33)

PW,t
C−SUT = e−μpS,t − e−μ. (34)

Proof: See Appendix D.
Note that the term Pt

C−NOMA representing the occurrence
probability of one-bit NOMA in a combined NOMA strategy
can be found by considering all the possible transmission
situations, for which the respective occurrence probabilities are
supposed to add up to 1. We can therefore formulate Pt

C−NOMA

for t∈{A, D} by (30), (32), (33), and (34) as follows

Pt
C−NOMA = 1 − P2B

NOMA − PS,2B,t
C−SUT − PS,t

C−SUT

−PW,t
C−SUT − PNO, (35)

= e−μ − e−μ(1−pS,t) − e−μpS,t

−e−μ(pS,2B+pW,2B) + e−μpS,2B + e−μpW,2B , (36)

where pS,t, pS,2B and pW,2B are given in Theorem 2. Note
that PNO = e−μ in (35) is the probability of no transmission,
which occurs only when K =0 since the combined NOMA
strategy always ends up with either individual NOMA or SUT
schemes for K ≥ 1.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present numerical results based on exten-
sive Monte Carlo simulations, to evaluate the performance
of the proposed NOMA strategies rigorously. Considering
the mmWave propagation characteristics [32], the simulation
parameters are listed in Table II unless otherwise stated. The
threshold values dth and θth are obtained using the coefficients
cd ∈ [0, 1] and cθ ∈ [0, 1], respectively, through the equations
dth = dmin + cd (dmax− dmin) and θth = cθ

Δ
2 .

In Fig. 2, we depict the outage sum-rate performance of
one-bit and two-bit NOMA strategies along with varying
transmit SNR. For comparison purposes, we also include the
performance of 1) the OMA scheme for the UEs chosen for
each NOMA strategy, and 2) the NOMA scheme with full
channel state information (CSI), i.e., without any quantization,
where the respective rates are calculated following [22]. In
particular, we assume that the strong and weak UEs are chosen
for the full-CSI NOMA scheme as the ones with the indices 1
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TABLE II

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 2. Outage sum rate for angle-only (1B-A) and distance-only (1B-D)
one-bit NOMA, two-bit NOMA (2B), full-CSI NOMA, and OMA with
dmax = 45 m and Δ =15◦ .

and 10, respectively, in NU. We observe that the analytical and
simulation results associated with the NOMA strategies show
a very nice match, and that NOMA is significantly superior to
OMA. We also observe that two-bit NOMA employing both
the angle and distance feedback bits jointly is much better
than one-bit NOMA strategies (with the distance or angle
feedback only), and is very close to the full-CSI feedback
having no quantization at all. Furthermore, one-bit NOMA
with angle-only feedback yields a better performance than that
of distance-only feedback for transmit SNR larger than 35 dB.
This observation underscores the fact that although angle-only
one-bit feedback is more powerful than distance-only one-bit
feedback in describing UE channel quality for this particular
setting, the overall NOMA performance is enhanced even
further when both feedback bits are employed through the two-
bit NOMA strategy. Note that NOMA transmission is always
feasible for this particular setting under any feedback strategy,
which implies that Rs,t

SUT =0 and Rt
HYB =Rt

NOMA in (21), and,
hence, there is no need to resort to combined NOMA.

We depict the outage sum-rate performance of two-bit
NOMA in Fig. 3 along with varying angle and distance thresh-

Fig. 3. Outage sum rate for two-bit NOMA against varying angle and distance
threshold coefficients at 50 dB transmit SNR with dmax = 45 m and Δ= 15◦.

Fig. 4. Outage sum rate for angle-based (1B-A) and distance-based (1B-D)
one-bit NOMA, and two-bit NOMA (2B) against power allocation coefficient
of strong UE (βS) at 50 dB transmit SNR with dmax = 45 m and Δ =15◦ .

old coefficients (i.e., cθ and cd, respectively). We observe that
while both the coefficients should be small enough to have
sufficiently stronger UEs in S2B

S of (9), the coefficients should
not be too small in order not to end up with S2B

S having
no UE at all. Note that whenever S2B

S turns out to be an
empty set, NOMA becomes unfeasible and the transmission
mechanism schedules a single UE (i.e., SUT scheme), which
in turn degrades outage sum-rate performance. The outage
sum-rate results in Fig. 3 show that the optimal performance
can be obtained by choosing the threshold coefficients from
a specific interval of values, which are different for the angel
and distance coefficients. We accordingly pick up cθ =0.1 and
cd = 0.2, as listed in Table II, to obtain the best performance
for the rest of the simulations.

In Fig. 4, we demonstrate the outage sum-rate performance
of one-bit and two-bit NOMA strategies along with varying
power allocation coefficient of strong UE. We observe that the
performance of two-bit NOMA is very robust against varying
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Fig. 5. Hybrid outage sum rates for angle-only (1B-A) and distance-
only (1B-D) one-bit NOMA, angle-only (C-A) and distance-only (C-D)
combined NOMA, and two-bit NOMA (2B) for varying dmax and Δ at 50 dB
transmit SNR.

power allocation while that of one-bit NOMA with either
feedback gets maximized around 0.4. Note that βS ≥ 0.5 is
not a reasonable choice since strong UE should be allocated
less power as compared to that of weak UE (i.e., βW >βS).
As a result, we choose βS = 0.4, as listed in Table II, for the
best performance.

We consider hybrid outage sum-rate performance of one-
bit, two-bit, and combined NOMA strategies in Fig. 5 for
varying size of the user region, which is controlled through the
maximum outer radius dmax and center angle Δ, as illustrated
by Fig. 1. The optimal strategy for one-bit and two-bit NOMA
is indicated in Fig. 5(a) while combined NOMA is involved
in the assessment in Fig. 5(b). We observe in Fig. 5(a) that
two-bit NOMA is superior to both angle-only and distance-
only one-bit NOMA roughly for dmax ≥ 30 m and Δ≥ 4◦, for
which UEs become more likely to be distinguishable when
both the angle and distance information are employed. We
also observe that distance-only one-bit NOMA is superior to
angle-only one-bit NOMA when the user region is sufficiently

Fig. 6. Hybrid outage sum rates for angle-only (1B-A) and distance-only
(1B-D) one-bit NOMA, angle-only (C-A) and distance-only (C-D) combined
NOMA, and two-bit NOMA (2B) for dmax = 27 m and Δ =10◦ .

large in the distance domain (dmax ≥ 21 m) but not in the angle
domain (Δ≤ 4◦). In contrast, angle-only one-bit NOMA turns
out to be the optimal strategy when UEs are deployed over
a wide (angle-wise) or relatively short (distance-wise) user
region (i.e., either dmax < 30 m and Δ≥ 4◦, or dmax < 21 m).

As a result, we conclude that using one more feedback
bit representing either distance or angle domain is useful
for NOMA transmission only if the UEs are distinguishable
in that domain (i.e., associated with the additional bit of
information). In addition, if both distance and angle domain
make UEs sufficiently distinctive, two-bit NOMA involving
both feedback bits outperforms angle-only and distance-only
one-bit feedback schemes. Note that as the user region gets
shorter in radius (e.g., dmax ≤ 9 m), proposed NOMA schemes
become unfeasible, and the transmission mechanism switches
to SUT. This, in turn, results in one-bit and two-bit NOMA
schemes having very similar hybrid outage sum rates, which
is the reason for the optimal strategy to change rapidly over
the adjacent (dmax, Δ) pairs (i.e., optimal strategy is actually
SUT, and effectively not changing).

In Fig. 5(b), we include the combined NOMA schemes
while finding the optimal strategy. We observe that some
(dmax, Δ) pairs which are previously associated with either
two-bit NOMA or angle-only (distance-only) one-bit NOMA
in Fig. 5(a) are now assigned to combined NOMA with
angle-only (distance-only) one-bit feedback. To gain more
insight into how this new assignment improves the perfor-
mance, we present the hybrid outage sum-rate results for
(dmax, Δ)=(27 m, 10◦) in Fig. 6, for which the optimal
strategy is one-bit NOMA and combined NOMA (both with
angle-only feedback) in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), respectively.
We observe in Fig. 6 that the combined NOMA with angle-
only feedback outperforms to other NOMA strategies, with
a significant gap between either one-bit or two-bit NOMA.
We also depict representative occurrence probabilities against
varying angle threshold in Fig. 7 for this particular set-
ting (considering two-bit NOMA and combined NOMA with
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Fig. 7. Occurrence probabilities for two-bit NOMA (2B) and combined
NOMA with angle-only one-bit feedback with dmax =27 m and Δ= 10◦.

Fig. 8. Hybrid outage sum rates for angle-only (1B-A) and distance-only
(1B-D) one-bit NOMA, angle-only (C-A) and distance-only (C-D) combined
NOMA, and two-bit NOMA (2B) for dmax = 45 m, Δ = 15◦, and λ = 0.001.

angle-only feedback). We observe how the occurrence prob-
ability for SUT associated with two-bit NOMA is replaced
by that for angle-only one-bit NOMA of combined NOMA
strategy. By this shift from—simply—SUT to NOMA, the
hybrid outage sum rates associated with combined NOMA are
significantly better than that of two-bit NOMA, as illustrated
in Fig. 6.

We finally consider outage sum rates for the proposed
NOMA feedback schemes in a relatively less crowded user
region with λ=0.001. Keeping the all the other simulation
parameters of Fig. 2 the same, we depict the outage sum-
rate performance for λ= 0.001 in Fig. 8. We observe that
the optimal strategy for this particular case turns out to be
combined NOMA with angle-only feedback while two-bit
NOMA outperforms for λ=0.01, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In
addition, we also observe that the overall transmission strategy
employs SUT for this less-crowded user region scenario,
which is due to two-bit NOMA being not feasible all the time.
In contrast, SUT does not take place for λ=0.01, as can be

viewed in Fig. 2. As a final remark, the hybrid two-bit NOMA
scheme still does not achieve the maximum outage sum rate
of 9 bps/Hz despite employing SUT while combined NOMA
with angle-only feedback scheme does.

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose a practical NOMA transmission strategy for
mmWave communications, which makes use of unique angular
propagation characteristics of mmWave links. In particular,
we propose a low-resolution limited feedback mechanism for
NOMA, where the distance and angle information of UEs are
represented by one bit each. The transmitter then splits UEs
into groups of strong and weak channels based on this two-bit
information, and sets up UE pairs for NOMA transmission.
Whenever a UE pair is not possible through two-bit feedback,
the overall transmission mechanism resorts either to a hybrid
NOMA scheme using one-bit information individually, as well,
or all the spectral resources are allocated to a single UE. The
numerical results verify that the proposed strategy outperforms
one-bit NOMA schemes with either angle- or distance-only
feedback given that the UEs are sufficiently distinctive in both
distance and angle domains. In addition, it is also numerically
observed that the two-bit NOMA has a very close outage sum-
rate performance to that for the optimal full-CSI feedback with
infinite resolution.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

We start the derivation by assuming two-bit NOMA for
which the CDF of the effective channel gain of the strong
UE is given as follows

F2B
S (x) = Pr

{|hH
k b|2 ≤ x | k ∈ S2B

S

}
, (37)

=
Pr

{|hH
k b|2 ≤ x, |θ− θk| ≤ θth, dk ≤ dth

}
Pr

{|θ− θk| ≤ θth, dk ≤ dth

} . (38)

Recall that the angle follows uniform distribution with
the probability distribution function (PDF) fθ(x)= 1/Δ
for |θ−x| ≤Δ/2, and 0 otherwise. In addition, the dis-
tance has the PDF given by fd(x)= 2x/(d2

max − d2
min) for

dmin ≤x≤ dmax, and 0 otherwise, which is statistically inde-
pendent of the angle [24]. Using the definition in (8), the CDF
in (38) yields

F 2B
S (x) =

Δ
(
d2

max − d2
min

)
2θth (d2

th − d2
min)

×
dth∫

dmin

θ + θth∫
θ − θth

Pr

{
|αk|2 ≤ PL(r)

FM (θ, θ)
x

}

fd(r)fθ(θ) dθ dr. (39)

Since the complex channel gain representing the impact of
small-scale fading follows Gaussian distribution, its power
is exponential with the CDF of Fα(x)= 1− exp

{− x
σ2

}
for

x≥ 0, and 0 otherwise. Expressing the probability in (39)
using the function Fα, and employing the explicit expressions
of PDF’s fθ and fd in the integration, we readily obtain
(23) after simple algebraic manipulations, and by using the
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definitions ξ2B
S , RS,2B

d , and RS,2B
θ of Theorem 1. Note that (39)

is a pretty general description valid for any path-loss pattern
PL(r), and is very complicated in terms of obtaining a closed-
form expression due to the complexity of FM (θ, θ).

Similarly, the CDF of the effective channel gain for the
weak UE is

F 2B
W (x) = Pr

{|hH
k b|2 ≤ x | k ∈ S2B

W

}
, (40)

=
Pr

{|hH
k b|2 ≤ x, |θ− θk| > θth, dk > dth

}
Pr

{|θ− θk| > θth, dk > dth

} , (41)

which can be manipulated similar to (39) as follows

F 2B
W (x)

=
Δ

(
d2

max − d2
min

)
(Δ − 2θth) (d2

max − d2
th)

×
[ dmax∫

dth

θ−θth∫
θ−Δ

2

(
1−exp

{
− PL(r)

FM (θ, θ)
x

σ2

})
fd(r)fθ(θ) dθ dr

+

dmax∫
dth

θ+Δ
2∫

θ+θth

(
1− exp

{
− PL(r)

FM (θ, θ)
x

σ2

})
fd(r)fθ(θ) dθ dr

]
.

(42)

As before, after simple algebra and by the definitions of ξ2B
W ,

RW,2B
d , and RW,2B

θ in Theorem 1, we can represent (42) by
(23).

Following a similar strategy, the CDF of the effective
channel gain for the one-bit NOMA with the angle feedback
can be obtained for the strong UE as follows

FA
S (x) = Pr

{|hH
k b|2 ≤ x | k ∈ SA

S

}
(43)

=
Pr

{|hH
k b|2 ≤ x, |θ− θk| ≤ θth

}
Pr

{|θ− θk| ≤ θth

} , (44)

=
Δ

2θth

dmax∫
dmin

θ + θth∫
θ − θth

(
1− exp

{
− PL(r)

FM (θ, θ)
x

σ2

})

×fd(r)fθ(θ) dθ dr, (45)

and that for the weak UE is given as

FA
W(x) = Pr

{|hH
k b|2 ≤ x | k ∈ S2B

W

}
(46)

=
Pr

{|hH
k b|2 ≤ x, |θ− θk| > θth

}
Pr

{|θ− θk| > θth

} , (47)

=
Δ

Δ − 2θth

[ dmax∫
dmin

θ − θth∫
θ − Δ

2

(
1 − exp

{
− PL(r)

FM (θ, θ)
x

σ2

})

×fd(r)fθ(θ) dθ dr

+

dmax∫
dmin

θ + Δ
2∫

θ + θth

(
1 − exp

{
− PL(r)

FM (θ, θ)
x

σ2

})

×fd(r)fθ(θ) dθ dr

]
, (48)

where both (45) and (48) is equivalent to (23) for s∈{S, W}
with the definitions ξA

s , Rs,A
d , and Rs,A

θ . We omit the deriva-
tion of the desired CDF’s for one-bit NOMA with distance
feedback since it is very similar to angle-only feedback as
described by (44)-(48).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Assuming two-bit NOMA, the overall transmission mech-
anism switches to the SUT scheme whenever NOMA is not
feasible (i.e., at least one of S2B

S and S2B
W is empty). When

the scheduled UE is picked up from S2B
S , the occurrence

probability of SUT for a given K (the total number of UEs)
is given as

PS,2B
SUT|K = Pr

{∣∣S2B
S

∣∣≥ 1,
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣=0, |S2B|=K−∣∣S2B
S

∣∣} , (49)

=
K∑

n=1

Pr
{∣∣S2B

S

∣∣= n,
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣=0, |S2B|=K −n
}

,

(50)

where S2B
stands for the set of UEs present in neither S2B

S

nor S2B
W .

Note that any UE belongs to the groups S2B
S , S2B

W ,

and S2B
with the probabilities pS,2B, pW,2B, and

p2B =1− pS,2B − pW,2B, respectively. The presence of

any UE in S2B
S , S2B

W , or S2B
can therefore be represented

by Bernoulli distribution with the probabilities pS,2B, pW,2B,
and p2B, respectively. As a result, the number of UEs
present in any of these three regions can be approximated
by multinomial distribution through the sum of Bernoulli
random variables [33], and (50) accordingly becomes

PS,2B
SUT|K =

∑K
n=1

(
K
n

)
pn

S,2B (1− pS,2B − pW,2B)K−n
, (51)

where
(
K
n

)
= K!/n!(K−n)! is the binomial coefficient. Note

that although the probability in (50) is computed using
multinomial distribution, it ends up with binomial coefficient
followed by two probability terms as in (51), since we are
looking for cases where S2B

W is an empty set.
By Binomial theorem, (51) can be expressed as

PS,2B
SUT|K = (1− pW,2B)K − pK

2B
, (52)

and averaging (52) over the total number of UEs being Poisson
produces

PS,2B
SUT =

∞∑
K=1

[
(1− pW,2B)K − pK

2B

]
e−μ μK

K!
, (53)

= e−μ

[ ∞∑
K=1

([1−pW,2B] μ)K

K!
−

∞∑
K=1

(
μp2B

)K

K!

]
, (54)

which yields (28) after employing Taylor series expansion
ex =

∑∞
n=0 xn/n! and simple algebra. Note that SUT is

possible for any K ≥ 1, and hence the summation in (53)
considers any applicable K value. Similarly, when a UE from
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S2B
W is scheduled, we have

PW,2B
SUT|K = Pr

{∣∣S2B
S

∣∣ =0,
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣≥1, |S2B|= K− ∣∣S2B
W

∣∣} , (55)

=
K∑

n=1

(
K

n

)
pn

W,2B (1− pS,2B − pW,2B)K−n
, (56)

= (1−pS,2B)K − p2B, (57)

which also yields (28) following a similar strategy.
For one-bit NOMA with either the angle- or distance-only

feedback, the complete set of all the UEs is comprised of set
of strong and weak UEs, and hence St

= ∅ for t∈{A, D}. In
other words, pS,t + pW,t = 1, and hence p2B =0. As a result,
the number of UEs in either St

S or St
S follows binomial

distribution, and the respective SUT occurrence probabilities
are given as

PS,t
SUT|K = Pr

{∣∣St
S

∣∣ =K,
∣∣St

W

∣∣ =0
}

= pK
S,t, (58)

PW,t
SUT|K = Pr

{∣∣St
S

∣∣ =0,
∣∣St

W

∣∣ =K
}

= pK
W,t, (59)

which yield (29) after following the same strategy applied to
(52) while obtaining (28). Note also the similarity of (28) and
(29) for p2B =0, which holds for one-bit feedback.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

The NOMA transmission of any type occurs whenever there
is at least one UE available in both strong and weak UE
groups. The respective occurrence probability for a given K
(the total number of UEs) can be therefore given for any
feedback type as follows

Pt
NOMA|K=Pr

{∣∣St
S

∣∣≥ 1,
∣∣St

W

∣∣≥ 1, |St|= K− ∣∣St
S

∣∣− ∣∣St
W

∣∣} ,

(60)

with t∈{2B, A, D}. For two-bit NOMA, (60) becomes

P2B
NOMA|K =

K−1∑
n=1

Pr
{ ∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ =n,
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣≥ 1,

|S2B|= K −n− ∣∣S2B
W

∣∣ }, (61)

=
K−1∑
n=1

K−1−n∑
m=1

Pr
{ ∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ =n,
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣ =m,

|S2B|= K −n−m
}

, (62)

where the probability in (62) can be represented using the
multinomial distribution as follows

P2B
NOMA|K =

K−1∑
n=1

K−1−n∑
m=1

(K−1)!
n!m!(K−1−n−m)!

pn
S,2B pm

W,2B

× (1− pS,2B − pW,2B)K−n−m
. (63)

Although the desired occurrence probability can be obtained
by averaging (63) over all possible K values, which follow
Poisson distribution, the result would be computationally inef-
ficient due to the multiple summation operators.

Note that two-bit feedback might end up with a no-
transmission situation as well as the respective NOMA and

SUT schemes. An alternative way to find P2B
NOMA is therefore

consider all possible scenarios associated with two-bit feed-
back as follows

P2B
NOMA = 1 − PS,2B

SUT − PW,2B
SUT − P2B

NO, (64)

where P2B
NO is the respective occurrence probability of no-

transmission cases, and is given as

P2B
NO =

∞∑
K=0

Pr
{∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ =0,
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣=0, |S2B|=K
}

e−μ μK

K!

= e−μ(1−p2B). (65)

Finally employing (28) and (65) in (64) yields (30).
A similar approach for one-bit NOMA produces the desired

occurrence probability as follows

Pt
NOMA|K =

K−1∑
n=1

Pr
{∣∣St

S

∣∣= n,
∣∣St

W

∣∣=K −n
}

=
K−1∑
n=1

(
K

n

)
pn

S,t pK−n
W,t , (66)

with t∈{A, D}, which can be modified using Binomial theo-
rem as follows

Pt
NOMA|K = 1 − pK

S,t − pK
W,t. (67)

The desired probability in (31) is obtained readily following
the same strategy applied to (52) while obtaining (28).

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 4

For the case of combined NOMA transmission, the SUT
scheme considers the order S2B

S → St
S → St

W to pick up
a UE to schedule if none of one-bit and two-bit NOMA is
possible, with t∈{A, D}. We first consider the angle-based
one-bit feedback to derive the respective SUT probability
where the NOMA part employs two-bit and angle-based one-
bit feedback schemes while the SUT part processes the order
S2B

S → SA
S → SA

W. Under this condition, the SUT scheme
finds at least one UE in S2B

S when the scenarios 9 and 10 of
Table I occurs, and the respective probability is given as

PS,2B,A
C−SUT|K = Pr

{ ∣∣S2B
S

∣∣≥ 1,
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣ =K − ∣∣S2B
S

∣∣ ,∣∣S2B
W

∣∣ =
∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ = 0
}
, (68)

=
K∑

n=1

{∣∣S2B
S

∣∣ =n,
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣ =K −n,
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣ =
∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ = 0
}

,

(69)

=
K∑

n=1

(
K

n

)
pn

S,2B pK−n
w = (pS,2B + pw)K − pK

w , (70)

where S2B
S

and S2B
W

are the group of UEs having specific
bounds for their distance and angle values as sketched in
Fig. 1, and pw = pθ(1−pd). Similar to the previous derivations,
(32) is obtained readily after averaging (70) over K and by
some algebraic manipulations.
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Furthermore, the probability of finding SUT UE in SA
S ,

which corresponds to the scenario 2 of Table I, is given as

PS,A
SUT|K = Pr

{∣∣S2B
W

∣∣ =K,
∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ =
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣ =
∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ = 0
}

(71)

= pK
w , (72)

and the desired probability of scheduling a UE from SA
W is

PW,A
SUT|K = Pr

{ ∣∣S2B
W

∣∣≥ 0,
∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ = K − ∣∣S2B
W

∣∣ ,∣∣S2B
S

∣∣ =
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣ = 0
}
, (73)

=
K∑

n=0

(
K

n

)
pn

W,2B pK−n
s = (pW,2B + ps)

K
, (74)

which follows from the scenarios 3, 5, and 7 of Table I,
with ps = pd(1−pθ). As before, we readily obtain (33) and
(34) after averaging (72) and (74), respectively, over K , and
carrying out some algebraic manipulations.

We now consider the distance-based one-bit feedback such
that the NOMA part employs two-bit and distance-based one-
bit feedback schemes, and the SUT part processes the order
S2B

S → SD
S → SD

W. The probability for the SUT UE being in
S2B

S , which corresponds to the scenarios 9 and 11 of Table I,
is now given as

PS,2B,D
SUT|K = Pr

{ ∣∣S2B
S

∣∣≥ 1,
∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ =K − ∣∣S2B
S

∣∣ ,∣∣S2B
W

∣∣ =
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣ = 0
}
, (75)

=
K∑

n=1

(
K

n

)
pn

S,2B pK−n
s = (pS,2B + ps)

K − pK
s . (76)

Similarly, the probability of finding SUT UE in SD
S (i.e.,

scenario 3 of Table I) is

PS,D
SUT|K = Pr

{∣∣S2B
S

∣∣= K,
∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ =
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣ =
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣ = 0
}

= pK
s , (77)

and in SD
W (i.e., scenarios 2, 5, and 6 of Table I) is

PW,D
SUT|K = Pr

{ ∣∣S2B
W

∣∣≥ 0,
∣∣S2B

W

∣∣ =K − ∣∣S2B
W

∣∣ ,∣∣S2B
S

∣∣ =
∣∣S2B

S

∣∣ = 0
}
, (78)

=
K∑

n=0

(
K

n

)
pn

W,2B pK−n
w = (pW,2B + pw)K

. (79)

As before, summing up (76), (77), and (79), and averaging
over the total number of UEs, we yield (32), (33), and (34),
respectively.
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